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Abstract
Performing high level cognitive tasks requires the in-
tegration of feature maps with drastically different struc-
ture. In Visual Question Answering (VQA) image descrip-
tors have spatial structures, while lexical inputs inherently
follow a temporal sequence. The recently proposed Mul-
timodal Compact Bilinear pooling (MCB) forms the outer
products, via count-sketch approximation, of the visual
and textual representation at each spatial location. While
this procedure preserves spatial information locally, outer-
products are taken independently for each fiber of the acti-
vation tensor, and therefore do not include spatial context.
In this work, we introduce multi-dimensional sketch (MD-
sketch), a novel extension of count-sketch to tensors. Using
this new formulation, we propose Multimodal Compact Ten-
sor Pooling (MCT) to fully exploit the global spatial context
during bilinear pooling operations. Contrarily to MCB, our
approach preserves spatial context by directly convolving
the MD-sketch from the visual tensor features with the text
vector feature using higher order FFT. Furthermore we ap-
ply MCT incrementally at each step of the question embed-
ding and accumulate the multi-modal vectors with a second
LSTM layer before the final answer is chosen.
1. Introduction
Visual question answering tasks require a joint repre-
sentation of both visual and textual input [9]. Image and
text features are respectively extracted with convolutional
neural networks [7] and recurrent neural networks [8, 11].
Information of each modality are then combined together,
using concatenation, element-wise product or sum opera-
tions. Bilinear pooling[2] exploits the outer product op-
eration to capture richer information from the two sets of
features. However, its computational/memory complexity
(O(n2), if each feature is O(n)) is prohibitive in practice.
Compact bilinear pooling [1] has the same discriminative
power as the bilinear pooling while requiring far less com-
putation/memory storage (O(d), d n2).
In this paper, we first propose the MD-sketch that gener-
alizes count-sketch to tensors of arbitrary orders. We then
leverage this formulation of the MD-sketch in a new com-
pact tensor pooling method. This new pooling, which we
coin MCT, directly estimates the outer product between ten-
sor descriptors of different orders, therefore preserving con-
text. We present novel VQA architectures with MCT and
also aggregate MCT within LSTM. Specifically, we apply
the MCT model at each time-step of the language LSTM to
combine the image features with each word representation.
2. Related work
Tensor sketch Count Sketch [4] estimates the data fre-
quency in a stream. Considering that as a specific random
projection in high dimensional space, Pham and Pagh pro-
pose tensor sketch for polynomial kernel estimation in [1].
Wang et al. [6] computes tensor contraction via tensor
sketch. The computational burden is reduced while per-
forming the operations by sketching the tensor as a vec-
tor. However, this ignores the natural data structure. We
generalize count-sketch method to tensors of arbitrary or-
ders while preserving spatial context and avoiding expen-
sive computation in Section 4.
Poolingmethods Pooling methods are widely used in vi-
sual tasks to combine information for various streams into
one final feature representation. Common pooling meth-
ods are average pooling and bilinear pooling. Bilinear pool-
ing requires taking the outer product between two features.
However the result is high dimensional. Count sketch is ap-
plied as a feature hashing operator to avoid such increase in
dimension. Gao et al. [2] uses convolution layers from two
different neural networks as the local descriptor extractors
of the image and combine them using count sketch. Simon
et al. [3] presents a new ”α-pooling” which allows the net-
work to learn the pooling strategy: a continuous transition
between linear and polynomial pooling. They show that
higher α gives larger gain for fine-grained image recogni-
tion tasks. However, as α goes up, the computation com-
plexity increases in polynomial order. We propose up with
compact polynomial pooling to reduce the computational
burden. Details in Section 3.
3. Multimodal compact bilinear pooling(MCB)
Fukui et al. [5] uses count sketch as a pooling method
in VQA tasks and obtains the best results on VQA dataset
v1.0. We denote the count sketch operator as cs, the tensor
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product (outer product in vector case) as ⊗ and convolution
operator as ?. The key idea in MCB is to avoid directly
computing the outer product and to reduce the output di-
mension by writing cs(x ⊗ y) = cs(x) ? cs(y). Accord-
ing to convolution theorem, this can be further simplified
by doing element-wise product in the frequency domain be-
fore transforming the result back to the time domain using
inverse FFT(IFFT). Here, we argue that the IFFT step is
redundant in the VQA task. FFT itself preserves the corre-
lation between the two data streams. We can therefore ac-
celerate the training by skipping the IFFT step. By padding
the representation vectors with ~1(vector with all elements
1) before the count sketch, we additionally preserve the first
order information along with the joint correlation. Assume
we have two input features x,~12 ∈ Rn1 , y,~11 ∈ Rn2 , set
x˜ = [x,~11], y˜ = [y,~12] such that x˜, y˜ ∈ Rn1+n2 , cs(x˜⊗ y˜)
will contain information of x ⊗ y, x and y. By repeating
the same operation multiple times it is possible to obtain
estimates of higher polynomials of x and y.
4. Multimodal compact tensor pooling(MCT)
While MCB shows great performance in [5], it loses the
spatial context in the image as the sketch is done indepen-
dently between the 1-dimensional text feature vector and
each fiber of the image tensor. We instead propose to pre-
serve that context in VQA tasks, by applying MD-sketch on
both the image tensor and the text features and convolving
the resulting tensors.
MD-sketch of a tensor Even though the MD-sketch is
defined for tensors of arbitrary orders, we limit ourselves to
third order tensors for clarity. Given a feature tensor I ∈
RC×H×W , a random hash functions h1:[C]→ [d1], h2:[H]
→ [d2], h3:[W ]→ [d3], and a random sign function s1:[C]
→ {±1}, s2:[H] → {±1}, s3:[W ] → {±1}, for i ∈ [C],
j ∈ [H], k ∈ [W ], the MD-sketch of I is defined as:
ss(I)t1,t2,t3 = X (t1, t2, t3)
=
∑
h1(i)=t1,h2(j)=t2,h3(k)=t3
s1(i)s2(j)s3(k)I(i, j, k)
The resulting tensor X ∈ Rd1×d2×d3 is an estimation of I
with preserved spatial information. We apply count sketch
on text feature v ∈ RL. Given hash function h4:[L]→ [d4]
and sign function s4:[L]→ {±1}:
cs(v)t1 = w(t1) =
∑
h4(i)=t1
s4(i)v(i)
To compute the bilinear pooling between I and v, we pro-
pose MCT as follows:
MCT (I ⊗ v)t1,t2,t3 = Y(t1, t2, t3)
= (ss(I) ? cs(v))t1,t2,t3
= 3dFFT (ss(I))t1,t2,t3 · 1dFFT (cs(v))t4
where t4 = (t1 + t2 + t3) mod d4. We show the MCT
module in Figure 1.
Figure 1: MCT in VQA Figure 2: MCT-group in VQA
Figure 3: Our architecture for VQA with MCT
Figure 4: Our architecture for VQA with LSTM-MCT,
MCT-group is as per in Figure 2
The intuition here is that the visual representation at each
grid location is not fully isolated from grids around it. When
applying compact bilinear pooling along each pixel, spatial
context information is lost. By combining these surround-
ing information using MCT, we preserve the natural tensor
structure of the image. In practice, we can do local tensor
spatial pooling: divide the image tensor in several sub ten-
sors and apply MCT on each of them.
5. VQA architecture
MCT The first extension that we propose in Figure 3 is
the use of MCT instead of MCB during the feature inte-
gration steps. In the attention pathway we use MD-sketch
to project the image feature to a lower dimensional space.
After 2 layers of convolution we compute a soft attention
map of the original image size. After filtering the image
features with the attention map the resulting tensor is com-
bined through MCT with the LSTM vector again before a
final choice is taken.
LSTM-MCT We propose in Figure 4 a sequential model
to answer the question incrementally by giving a glimpse to
the image for each word. We apply the MCT model at each
time-step of the language LSTM and obtain a sequence of
multimodal vectors. A second LSTM is used to aggregate
and answer from the sequence of multimodal vectors.
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